
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAKE IN THE SEA 

 

 

Standing on the shoreline that separates life from death, Amy’s 

vision guides her to make a choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. 

FADE IN: 

INT. OPERATING ROOM - DAY 

AMY, 30s, shaved head, lies on an operating table, eyes 
closed. The MEDICAL STAFF frantically works around her. A 
SURGEON holds defibrillator paddles over Amy's chest.  

SUPER: Present day. 

SURGEON 
Clear! 

The defibrillator CHARGES. Amy's body convulses. The SOUNDS 

of the room become muffled and then fade out. 

EXT. PACIFIC CETACEAN CENTER - DAY 

Amy wears a wetsuit; her red hair is tied back in a braid. 
She holds a fish over a large, open tank and blows a 
WHISTLE. A dolphin leaps into the air. Amy LAUGHS and 
tosses the fish. JAMES, 30s, lean and fit, wearing a 
Cetacean Center uniform, stands across with VISITORS, 
watching. The visitors CLAP. 

SUPER: One year ago. 

EXT. BEACH - DAY 

Amy, bald, wearing a hospital gown, stands alone on a sandy 
ocean beach. She SIGHS and walks toward the water. A 
dolphin leaps, rides a wave into shore, and transforms into  
LUNIANA, a young woman with long waves of silver hair. 
She’s barefoot, wearing a shimmering blue gown. She 
approaches Amy. 

SUPER: Present day. 

LUNIANA 
Amy, stop. 

AMY 
Do I know you?  

LUNIANA 
I am Luniana, your friend. And I 
am the sea itself. Very few know 
me as well as you. As such, I know 
you, and what you are about to do. 
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    AMY 

  Where are we? 

LUNIANA 
You know where you are. Think! 

AMY 
I’m in surgery. Except I’m here. 
So either I'm hallucinating, or 
I'm-- 
 

LUNIANA 
You are not dead. Not yet. The 
doctors are trying to revive you. 

What happens next is your choice. 
That is why I came to you.  

Gulls CRY OUT overhead. Amy looks down; her freckled skin 
glistens in the sunlight. She touches her head and startles 
as her braided hair suddenly appears to covers her 
baldness. 

AMY 
I'm cured? 

LUNIANA 
If you stay here, you will be 
freed of all illness and pain.  

Luniana puts a hand on Amy's shoulder and they face the 
shoreline where sea lions BARK as they crawl onto the 
beach. Otters SPLASH in the waves just beyond. 

AMY 
I've always loved the sea.  

LUNIANA 
The sea loves you in return, and 
into it you will go. But are you 
sure you are ready to leave all 
that you have behind? 

AMY 

All I’m leaving behind is cancer. 
 

LUNIANA 
You are leaving much more than you 
realize. 
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EXT. PACIFIC CETACEAN CENTER - EVENING 

Amy sits beside the dolphin tank with her knees hugged to 
her chest. James approaches and squats next to her. 

SUPER: One month ago. 

JAMES 
You got the results? 

Amy touches her head. James wraps his arms around her. She 
CRIES into his shoulder. 

    AMY 
I can’t go through this alone. I 

can’t. 

JAMES 
You’re going to beat this. You’re 
stronger than you realize. And 
you’re not alone. 

A dolphin swims up to Amy. She breaks from James’ embrace, 
wipes her face hastily and feeds the dolphin a fish. James 
pulls back and watches her with a sad expression. 

INT. HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM - DAY 

Amy, her hair loose about her shoulders, sits beside James. 

She flips through a magazine too quickly to be reading the 
pages. 

SUPER: Four hours ago. 

AMY 
This is risky. 

JAMES 
You'll be okay. You have to. Your 
dolphins need you. 

AMY 
I'm sure you could manage them, 

you know, if... 

JAMES 
It's not going to come to that. 
 

A NURSE opens one side of large double doors. 

NURSE  
Amy? 
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Amy looks at James with wide eyes. James grasps Amy’s hand 

and smiles. 

JAMES 
I'll be right here. See you soon. 

Amy stands and walks slowly to the door. 

EXT. BEACH - DAY 

Amy takes a tentative step back from the shoreline. The sea 
lions’ BARKS intensify and the gulls CRY louder. The 
muffled sound of a FLAT-LINING heart monitor echoes over 
the beach SOUNDS. 

AMY 
You said I have a choice. What 
happens if I stay? 

LUNIANA 
We walk into the sea and it washes 
away your suffering. 
 
  AMY 
Will I remember? 
 
  LUNIANA 
You will not. But those you leave 
behind will surely remember you. 

 
  AMY 
And if I return? 
 
  LUNIANA 
Your fight will be a painful 
struggle. You might end up back 
here soon, but without the choices 
you have now.  

AMY 
Do I even have a chance? I can’t 
imagine fighting this alone. 

LUNIANA 
You have never been alone. 

EXT. PACIFIC CETACEAN CENTER - LATE AFTERNOON 

MUSIC plays over a speaker as Amy feeds the dolphins.  

SUPER: Two weeks ago. 
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AMY 

(singing) 
Take in the sea, yeah. Why do the 
waves beckon me home? Don't be 
afraid, no, this is where everyone 
goes. 

James looks up from mopping the deck and smiles. Amy 
notices him watching and blushes; she stops singing. 

EXT. BEACH - DAY 
 
    AMY  

I have James.  

(beat) 
He loves me, doesn’t he? 
 

The TONE of the flat-lining heart monitor grows louder. 

LUNIANA 
I cannot tell you what is in his 
heart, but I know you now realize 
what is in yours. It is time for 
you to make a choice.  

Amy looks out over the ocean. The waves lap gently at her 
feet. The sea lions and otters play in the water. She takes 
a small step forward; touches her head and then strokes her 
hair.  

INT. OPERATING ROOM - DAY 

Amy lies on the operating table, shaved head, eyes closed. 
The SOUNDS of the hectic operating room grow louder. The 
defibrillator, held by the surgeon, CHARGES against Amy’s 
chest. 

SURGEON 
Clear! 

Amy's body convulses. The surgeon steps back. A moment of 
SILENCE falls over the room. The heart monitor BEEPS once, 

then again, then resumes a normal, rhythmic PULSE. 

FADE TO BLACK. 


